Deep Receiving & Cutting

Often the skills of deep cutting and receiving are not addressed and talked about enough. A common belief in the sport is that players cannot be taught how to be deep receivers.

In fact, no matter how good of a deep receiver a player is, deep receiving is a skill that can be taught, practiced and improved upon. This section focuses on four main techniques to improving deep cutting: the angle of the cut, positioning, timing, and being able to jump off of either leg and catch with either hand.

**Angle of Cut**

The type of deep cuts that happen in a team’s offense is typically dictated by the offensive strategy that a team runs. In a vertical stack offense, deep cuts often originate from the center of the field, while in spread or horizontal stack offenses deep cuts mostly originate from the sideline. While a given offense dictates the parameters of deep cuts, good deep cutters work within those parameters to improve their deep cuts, mostly by maximizing the angle at which they cut.

There is a natural tendency in Ultimate for downfield receivers to drift toward the space directly downfield of the thrower. Unfortunately, deep cuts that originate directly downfield from a thrower are the most difficult to throw to and read, while throws that originate from the farthest sideline from the thrower are the easiest cuts to throw to and read.

Deep cuts that begin near the opposite sideline allow more space with which to get open and, for a receiver that is faster than his/her defender, more distance for that speed to make a difference (see diagram). In addition, there is considerably more room for throwing error for cuts from the opposite sideline. A receiver that begins on the opposite sideline can adjust to a short or long throw without losing position to their defender.

In a vertical stack offense, receivers should work on timing their deep cuts off of their in cuts to the sideline in order to maximize lateral space for a deep cut. In addition, slight drifting to the opposite side of the field of the disc can help increase the lateral space. In a horizontal or spread offense, deep cutters must be disciplined and stay near the sideline and avoid the natural tendency to drift toward the disc.

**Positioning**

Once the disc is in the air, the most important skill is positioning. It is important to be aware of where you are able to catch the disc as well as where other defenders and receivers are located. When you are the only receiver and there is only one defender, the best position to take is the one between your defender and where you can receive the disc.
Positioning is difficult because, by the rules, "a player may not move in a manner solely to prevent an opponent from taking an unoccupied position via an unoccupied path" (XVI.H.3.c). It is within the rules to position yourself in the way of the defender as long as you are going for the disc.

In order to position yourself well, you must know where the defender is. Whether a player is positioned well can be determined by the position of his/her shoulders. If a receiver’s shoulders are in front of the defender’s shoulders, he/she is said to “have position.” When positioning yourself on a reception, be aware of where your shoulders are in relation to your defender’s shoulders.

TIMING

Timing is the ability to jump at a point that allows a receiver to catch or block the disc at the maximum point that he/she can reach. This is a skill that takes practice. In order to time receptions correctly, a receiver must both know how well he/she jumps (how high and how much time in the air) as well as how to read the disc and identify where it is going to be/when. You can practice this skill by jumping for high discs that are thrown at you instead of catching them where they are easy to snag. Making a catch or block at the peak of your leap is one of the most satisfying feelings in Ultimate, and being able to time a catch or block can help shorter or less explosive receivers succeed in the air.

JUMPING OFF EITHER LEG/CATCHING WITH EITHER HAND

Being able to jump off of either leg allows a receiver to have twice as many potential points at which to jump for the disc. A natural complement to being able to jump off of either leg is being able to catch with either hand. A receiver jumping off of his/her right leg will be able to reach higher with his left hand and vice versa.

In addition to having additional points at which you can jump, there are situations where it is preferable to catch with one hand or the other. One such situation is when the disc is descending at an angle. If the disc is descending from right to left across your body, it will be at a lower point over the left side of your body than your right. In this case, catching with your left hand will allow you an easier catch while the rest of your body can be used to position against a potential defender on the right.

Practice jumping off of both legs and catching with both hands to improve your ability to make deep receptions.

Being a good deep receiver is a variable. With practice, you can improve your ability to get open on deep cuts and catch more discs that hang in the air. Of course, as with any skill, improving your fitness level can help your deep receiving as well. Speed and explosive work can have a significant impact on your ability to make the big catches.
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UPA To Hold Its First-Ever Division III College Championships

The inaugural UPA Division III College Championships will be held in Appleton, Wis., from May 22-23 at the USA Youth Sports Complex. The event will be hosted by S&K Ultimate Events and the Fox Cities Convention & Visitors Bureau.

Sixteen men’s teams and 16 women’s teams from the U.S. and Canada will qualify for the tournament. Teams from colleges or universities with fewer than 7,500 students are eligible to qualify. More than 100 Division III teams will compete in the 2010 UPA college regular season. After competing at their respective sectional tournaments in April, the teams will be ranked according to their overall season record. The top-ranked team in each of eight regions will earn a bid to the event, with the last eight bids awarded to the top remaining teams in the national rankings.

“The UPA is very excited to be offering its first official championship for Ultimate teams from small colleges and universities,” said Will Deaver, UPA Managing Director of Competition & Athlete Programs. “With an excellent venue and an experienced group of local organizers, we look forward to providing an unforgettable experience for the athletes and spectators, most of whom will be playing in their first UPA Championship.”

Since 2006, an independently operated Division III championship was held each year before its organizers worked with the UPA to have the event incorporated into the UPA championship structure. This year’s event will feature pool play on Saturday followed by elimination brackets and the championship games in each division on Sunday.